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How non-human others participate in constituting community
economies and how they could be taken into account in ethical
economic decision making?

Data
Ethnographic participant observation and group interviews on
a biodynamic farm/community village and a community
supported agriculture farm in Southern Finland in 2015–2016


Vegetable rows at the biodynamic farm

Rethinking the economy with J.K. Gibson-Graham
• Deconstruct the
capitalocentric
representations of the
economy
• Economy as diverse,
comprised of different






market, alternative market
and nonmarket
transactions
ways of performing and
renumerating labour
enterprises with
distinctive ways of
appropriating and
distributing surplus labour
(Gibson-Graham 2006)

Iceberg model of the economy by Ken Byrne



political discourse of community economies resignifies



economy as a site of ethical practice
economic practices as social and connected in their
concrete particularities (Gibson-Graham 2006, 87-88)

"performative project that reconstitutes the economy through
ethical practices of coexistance that recognize and constitute
the commonality of being" (Gibson-Graham & Roelvink 2009)


not an economic form or a model but rather the praxis of
constitutive co-existence and interdependence




site for negotiation and ethical decision-making



how to survive well together?

• Recently also more-than-human nature has been explored
as active participant in community economies (Roelvink &
Gibson-Graham 2009, Gibson-Graham et al 2016)

Companion species approach by D. Haraway
Understanding humans as entangled with the more-thanhuman nature in mutually constitutive networks




Deconstructs the dualist categorisations in Western thinking




nature/culture -> naturecultures; organic/mechanical ->
cyborg; human/animal -> companion species

Questions the individuality of a human

●

”to be one is to become with many” (Haraway 2008, 4)
Bacteria in our bodies, companion animals, non-human
others in food production and science

Respecere: 'respect' and 'specere': reciprocal act of looking
back, learning to pay attention
●

Weed control
Various biological, chemical, cultural, physical and
mechanical methods
●

●


Becoming-with of humans, weeds and the vegetables

Enables the work of
non-human others,
together producing
what is necessary for
the community
to survive
Kale growing
through ecoplastic, surrounded
by various weeds
such as thistle,
couch grass and
lambsquarters

Herbicides
Most common weed control method in intensive vegetable
farming:


●

for eg. in Finland 2014 88,3 % of carrot fields were
treated with herbicides, on average 3,83 kg/ha



Primarily produced by big multinational companies

●

Many are detrimental to humans and non-human others

●

Herbicide resistant weeds

●

Tend to gather in soil and emanate in water systems

-> Herbicide use establishes connections with distant and
unknown others, with whom ethical negotiations are difficult or
impossible

Manual weed control


Pulling weeds by hand, hand hoeing, harrowing

Widely used practices in organic, biodynamic and
”traditional” vegetable farming and home gardening




The most work-intensive part of agriculture



Burdening, monotonous, potentially dangerous, seasonal
●



Traditionally considered women's work

In the minority world often done by migrant workers
●

Migrant farm workers susceptible to exploitation, also in
small scale organic farming (Gray 2013)

Redefining weeding work


In my data weeding was principally not wage work


alternatively paid: EVS volunteers, co-op members



unpaid labour: communal work parties

• Enacting and experimenting new ways to organise labour
●
●
●

Increasing the participation of community members
Opening the communities to non-members

The concept of work is being consciously redefined
●

Diverse practices that benefit the community

●

Flexibility: weather, social obligations, preferences etc.

Ethical economic decision making in weeding


Hand weeding is inescapable multisensory observation


In relation to existing knowledge and previous experience

●

Information is shared with others

-> Situated knowledge production (Haraway 1988)
●

Spesific questions, no universal answers

●

Object of inquiry as an actor and agent

Decisions on farming practices are made based on the
situated knowledge produced in interaction with human and
non-human others
●

Discussion
Hand weeding practices might enable ethical economic
decsísion making in companion species networks


Manual weed control is situated more firmly temporally and
spatially and participants in the practices are within reach


●

Respecere?

• Non-exploitative hand weeding practices require exploring
new ways of organising labour and new definitions for work
Mundane, unrecognized and undervalued everyday practices
may prove to be central elements in ”surviving well together”


●

what should be focused on when building better futures?
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Thank you!
Contact: pieta.hyvarinen@uta.fi

Road sign ”economic centre” next to the biodynamic farm

